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The timbered cottage with red windows is located in the centre of Hlinsko in 
the protected urban area of Betlém Hlinsko, which belongs to the Collection of 
Folk Architecture Vysočina. The building is located near the river Chrudimka, in 
a quiet part of town suitable for relaxation. In its immediate surroundings the most 
famous Hlinsko artists: the painter Jaroslav Šmídra and the sculptor Karel Lidický 
used to live. The surrounding countryside offers trips to many interesting places 
because Hlinsko is located in a picturesque landscape on the boundary of two 
protected landscape areas, namely the Protected Landscape Area of the Železné 
Hory and the Protected Landscape Area of the Žďárské Vrchy.

The estimated age of this timbered house is about 200 years. In 2012 it underwent 
an extensive reconstruction and now it offers cozy accommodation in an old style 
for up to 8 guests.

On the ground floor there is a large common room with a kitchen unit, a fridge and 
an old stove with a furnace. Here visitors can spend peaceful days and evenings 
together. According to the old tradition one adult or two children can sleep 
comfortably on the furnace. On the ground floor there is a shower and two toilets. 
In the attic there are two bedrooms one for three and the other for four people.

In front of the house there is a pleasant sitting under grown trees, children can play 
in the nearby playground. You can spend here extended weekends throughout the 
year, celebrate smaller events or enjoy a great holiday. The cottage is also ideal 
for two families or smaller corporate events. It is designed for those who want to 
spend time together and do not want to be disrupted by other guests.

You can reserve your stay in this timbered cottage by phone or by email.

The following item has been certified The Quality of Hlinecko:

• The timbered cottage with red windows
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Sports lovers can enjoy cycling in Hlinsko region from spring to autumn, there are many 
interesting biking trails for both mountain and road bikes. Golf lovers can visit the nearby golf 
course in Svobodné Hamry. The countryside is ideal for hiking and autumn mushrooming. 
In winter you can visit Hlinsko Ski Resort, which consists of two skiing slopes with three 
modern ski lifts, a children‘s practise slope and evening lighting. Amateur and experienced 
cross-country skiers will appreciate a dense network of maintained cross-country skiing 
tracks. Furthermore, a swimming pool is open all year round in Hlinsko and in winter it is 
possible to take advantage of public skating at the local winter stadium.

There is an infocentre in the area of Betlem which presents a small exposition of wooden 
toys, the staff in Infocentre can help you to choose the best trips to the surroundings. It 
is also possible to get here a map of the town , books about the region and small gifts. All 
year round you can take a guided tour of the folk architecture open air museum Betlém 
Hlinsko with an intangible exhibition of Unesco heritage and a unique weaving workshop. 
Several times a year the Betlem area hosts markets or fairs, from June to September the 
festival Rainbow Summer presents an interesting program. The City Museum and Gallery 
nearby in cooperation with the National Gallery in Prague prepares the famous exhibition 
“Výtvarné Hlinecko“ annually since 1960. All year round there is also a multifunctional 
centre here with an interesting program, cinema and the summer cinema.

At the nearby Veselý Kopec open air museum you can admire another exhibition of folk 
architecture, historical folk buildings testify about the life of small farmers from the mid-
19th century to the middle of the 20th century. Authentic exhibited objects are definitely 
going to bring you to the past.


